
CREATIVE WRITING
MASTERCLASS

Are you ready to take your Storytelling skills to the

next level?

If writing an amazing story is one of your life's goals,

then this masterclass is for you! 

WORKSHOP FOR YOUNG WRITERS 

DECEMBER 9, 2020
WEST TOWN COMMUNITY CHURCH, EVANS

(10AM - 1PM)



Sign up before June 30, 2020 to avail our early bird discount.

To reserve a slot, visit www.reallygreatsite.com. For any

inquiries, call 123-456-7890.

Why write stories and what makes a good one

Ideas and Inspiration: The Writer Explorer     

Finding Your "Voice": Case Study - Katie Watson and the Painter's Plot     

Growing Your Story: The Writer Detective    

Bringing Characters to Life: The Writer Director     

Building Your World: The Writer Inventor/Traveler    

Editing and Re-Writing: The Writer Sculptor    

Now what?: Sharing your story with the world!

The 3 hour class is comprised of two dynamic 75 minute sessions with a 15 minute break in

between. 

Each session will be broken down roughly into three components:

40 minutes of instruction

20 minutes of skill-developing exercises  

15 minutes of questions and feedback  

A spiral or moleskin-style notebook (or binder with paper, if preferred) 

A good-working pen (There’s nothing worse than trying to create with an inky or half dry pen,

so please bless your young writer some good writing pens!)

* NB: Mez asks that writers work by hand, with pen and paper, rather than computer. This

allows more freedom to the creative process. However, if there are particular reasons for  a

student's needing to work on a digital device, let us kown and we can accommodate. 

This intesive masterclass is for writers 12-16 years of age who wish to grow in the craft of

creative storytelling.

The class will not focus on basic writing mechanics (ie. grammar and spelling), but rather will

equip writers with the essential tools necessary to construct cohesive and compelling stories,

from start to finish. 

Purpose

DISCOVER YOUR STORY 

Breakdown

Topics covered

What materials will I need to bring? 



Mez Blume is a British-American author of middle-grade novels and lover of adventures. While she

has been spinning stories most her life, she began writing professionally in 2015 and published her

first book in 2017 with River Otter Books.

Mez's body of work includes the best-selling Katie Watson Mysteries in Time series, with the next in

the  series is due to release in 2021. Her latest novel, Churchill’s S.O.C.K.s, has made its way into

classrooms in the USA and UK, giving young historians an immersive and exhilarating glimpse into the

lives of children in WWII Great Britain.

Mez earned her master's in Gothic Architecture from the Courtauld Institute  of Art in London, and

her bachelor's in Art History and Romance Languages from the University of Georgia.

Mez and her husband, Gordon, currently live in Athens, Georgia with their dog, Hugo.

Use this form to register by December 2nd for

the Early Bird Discount!  

 Questions? Contact Mez directly at

mez@riverotterbooks.com

What will be provided?

"I BELIEVE STORY IS AN ESSENTIAL PART OF LIFE AND A POWERFUL
DEVICE FOR COMMUNICATING TRUTH. MY AIM IS TO EQUIP YOUNG
WRITERS TO DISCOVER THEIR OWN STORIES, TO TELL THEM WELL, AND –
JUST MAYBE – TO CHANGE THE WORLD FOR THE BETTER." - MEZ BLUME

A copy of Mez's first novel, Katie Watson and the Painter’s Plot, will be used for case study

The Creative Writing Masterclass Workbook  

One-to-one instruction and feedback from an internationally established published author   

Cost

Standard Price: $45/ student

Family price for 2+ siblings: $80

Early Bird Discount (by December 2nd):  $40/ student 

Who is your instructor?


